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1. Introduction and main results 
Consider the group ~(M) of all compactly supported Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms of a 
symplectic manifold M. In 141 H. Hofer introduced a remarkable bi-invariant Finsler metric 
on this group which is generated b), lhe L~-norm on its Lie algebra, Further study of Hofer's 
geometry leads Io a natural question about behaviour of geodesics on ©(M). Recently M. Bialy 
and L. Polterovich, [21, gave a precise description of geodesic paths on ~D(II~2"). They proved 
that each such path is locally generated by a quasi-autonomous Hamiltonian, that is a function 
which has time-indepet~dem points of maximum and minimum. 
In the present paper we develop avariational theory of quasi-autonomous geodesics on ~D(M) 
which satisfy certain on-degeneracy assumptions ( ee Definition 1.2.B). We derive the second 
variation formula (see Theorem 1.2.D) and describe conjugate points along such geodesics 
(see Theorem 1.2.E). It turns out that a non-degenerate geodesic segment containing an interior 
conjugate point can be shortened, while segments without conjugate points axe C~-local minima 
of the length functional (see Theorem 1.4.B). 
Some of the results presented here were later on extended by F. Lalonde and D. McDuff, [8]. 
In particular, they obtained necessary conditions for the local minimality of geodesics without 
the assumption of non-degeneracy. 
IThe results of this paper are included in the author's M.Sc. thesis prepared under the supervision of Prof. Leonid 
Polterovich. 
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1.1. Preliminaries on Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms 
For an arbitrary symplectic manifold (M ~, oJ) we denote by ~(M)  the space of all smooth 
compactly supported Hamiltonian functions on M: 
~(M)  = C~ °([0, I I x M). 
Each H ~ 5~(M) generates a time-dependent Hamiltonian vector field ~t on M by the equation 
i~, w = -dHt ,  where Ht(x) = H(t ,x) .  
The corresponding flow is denoted by g~. A diffeomorphism of M is called Hamiltonian if it can 
be represented asa time-1 map of some Hamiltonian flow. The set of all compactly supported 
Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms of M forms a group which is denoted by ~D(M): 
~D(M) = {g}t I H ~ 5~(M)}. 
In what follows we assume that M is a connected manifold without boundary. Wherever possi- 
ble, we use shortened notations ~,  ~D instead of ~(M) ,  ~D(M). Both 5£, ~D are assumed to be 
endowed with fine C°°-topology. 
By definition, asmooth path ~o : [0, 1 ] --+ ~D is generated by a Hamiltonian H ~ 5~, so that 
~0(t)~(0) -~ = g~ foral lt  ~ [0, 1]. 
Following Hofer, we define the length of the path ~p or, equivalently, the norm of the corresponding 
Hamiltonian H as 
e(¢) = IIHII = (max Ht - rain l tt)dt. 
We also use the following notation for the positive and negative parts of this norm: 
1' e+(~) = IIHIt+ = maxH, dt, 
1' e_(~) = IIHII- -- rain lit dt. 
A bi-invariant metric on D is defined in the usual way: 
d(f ,  g) -- inf{e(~0)}, 
where the infimum is taken over all smooth paths ~o joining f and g. The non-degeneracy of d 
is a highly nontrivial result, first proved by ltofer in [41 for M = ll~ 2" and recently by Lalonde 
and McDuff, [7], for an arbitrary symplectic manifold. 
In this paper we frequently consider the standard symplectic space (ll~ 2", ~). The form ~ is 
given by the expression 
(i.,.) 
and the Hamiltonian equation has the following form: 
d t 
-d-ig,,(x) = x 
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1.2. Variational theory of geodesics 
Let tp : [0, 1 ] --> ~) be a smooth path and I be an open interval in I~ containing 0. 
Definition 1.2.A. A smooth map D • I x [0, l] --~ © is called a variation of tp if it satisfies 
1) D(0, t) = tp(t) for all t e [0, 1]; 
2) D(e, 0) -- tp(0), D(e, 1) = tp(1) for all e ~ 1. 
For every e ~ 1 we denote by D~ the path 
De(t) = D(e , t ) ,  t E [0, 1] 
and by L(e) the length of DE: 
L(e) =e(D~). 
In general, the function L : I --~ ll~ is only continuous, however, under certain non-degeneracy 
assumptions on tp it becomes mooth. 
Definition 1.2.B. A function H ~ 9£ is called a non-degenerate quasi-autonomous Hamiltonian 
if there exist two points x+, x_ ~ M such that for all t ~ [0, 1 ], x g: x± it holds H (t, x_) < 
H(t,x) < H(t,x+) and 02H/Ox2(t,x±) is non-degenerate for all t ~ [0, 1]. 
Theorem 1.2.C. Let tp : [0, 1 ] ~ ~D be a smooth path which is generated by a non-degenerate 
quasi-autonomous Hamiltonian. Then for every variation D of ~o the length function L is smooth 
in a neighbourhood ofO and the first variation of length vanishes: L'(O) = O. 
From this result it follows that a path tp satisfying the assumptions of !.2.C is geodesic in the 
sense that it is an extremal of the length functional. We shall call such a path tp a non-degenerate 
geodesic on ~D. 
Let H ~ ~)f be a non-degenerate quasi-autonomous Hamiltonian with maximum and minimum 
points x+ and x_. Since x~ is a fixed point of the flow g~j we may write down the linearized 
Hamiltonian equation at x±: 
d t 
~-~'Cgn).x~ = C~:(t)Cg~),x~, 0 <<. t <<. 1, 
where CA(t) is a non-degenerate linear operator on the tangent space Tx~ M for every t e [0, 1]. 
Let V± be the space of all smooth loops in T~ M which start and end at 0: 
V± = {v ~ C~([O, 1]; Tx.M) lv(O)=v(l)=0}. 
We define quadratic form Q± on V± by 
Q±(v) = - [to(C~.10,/)) + to(0, v)ldt. 
Theorem 1.2.1). Let ~o : [0, 1 ] -> D be a non-degenerate g odesic and D be a variation of ~o. 
Then the second variation of length is given by the formula 
L"(O) "" Q+(v+)- Q_(v_), 
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where v± ~ V± is defined by 
d [ [*(e,t)qg(O)-'(x±)], tE [0 ,1 ] .  v±(t) = ~e E=0 
Theorems 1.2.C, 1.2.D are proved in Section 2.1. As follows from the above result, the second 
variation of length is uniquely determined by the loops v+, v_. We shall call a variation • of ~p 
non-trivial if one of the loops v+, v_ is not identically zero. 
Theorem 1.2.E. Let ~o be a non-degenerate g odesic. Assume that the linearized flow 
[qg(t)~o(0)-l], at the points x+, x_ has no non-constant closed orbits for t <~ 1. Then for 
every non-trivial variation of q9 the second variation of length L" (0) is positive. If at one of the 
points x+, x_ this flow has a non-constant closed orbit for t < I, then there exists a variation of 
~o such that L" (0) is negative. 
The proof is given in Section 2.2. It is interesting to compare this result with Hofer's criterion 
for minimal geodesics on ff)(IR 2n) (see [5]): if a path ~o is generated by an autonomous Hamiltonian 
and the flow qg(t)~0(0)-~ has no non-constant closed orbits for t ~< 1, then q9 is a minimal geodesic, 
i.e., d (q9 (0), q9 (1 )) = e (qg). Recently K.E Siburg, [9], showed that under an additional assumption 
of non-degeneracy the same result holds in the non-autonomous case. 
In view of Theorem 1.2.E it is natural to give the following definition. Let ~o : [0, 1 ] --, if) be 
a non-degenerate g odesic. 
Definition 1.2.F. A point r e [0, I] is called a conjugate point of the geodesic ~o if at one of 
the points x+, x= the linearized flow [¢(t)~0(0) -! ], has a non-constant closed orbit for t = r. 
Remark 1,2,G, When the manifold M is open, all the theorems tated above can be applied 
separately to the positive and negative parts of Hofer's length. For instance, we shall consider 
the case of the positive pat~ of the length. Let ~0 : 10, I] -~ © be a smooth path generated by a 
Hamiltonian H which has unique, non-degenerate and time independent maximum in lhe point 
x+ (no assumptions on minimum are required), Then we have the following results. 
I) For every variation ~ of ~0 the function L+ defined by L+(e) = e+(~)  is smooth in a 
neighbourhood of 0 and satisfies L + (0) = 0 and L'+ (0) = Q + (v+), where 
d I [O(e,t)~o(O)-t(x+)], t ~ [0, I]. t,+ ( t )  = 
2) Assume that the linearized flow [~o(t)~o(0) -1 ], at the point x+ has no non-constant closed 
orbits for t <~ I, Then for every nontrivial variation of ~o it holds L"+ (0) > 0, If this flow has a 
It 
non-constant closed orbit for t < I, then there exists a variation of ~o for which L+ (0) < 0. 
The proof of this remark is sketched in Sections 2,1, 2.2 along with the proofs of the main 
results tated above, 
1,3. Example. Hamiltonian with rotational symmetry 
In the example below we relate the assertion of Remark 1.2.G to the classical isoperimetric 
inequality, 
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Consider the standard symplectic plane (IR 2, to). Let H be an autonomous compactly supported 
smooth Hamiltonian function on IR 2 with unique and non-degenerate maximum in zero. Assume 
that near the origin H has rotational symmetry, that is, for some e > 0 it i~olds H (x) -- h(JxJ), 
Ixl < e, where h : [0, e) ~ IR is a smooth function having a non-degenerate maximum in 0. 
Denote L = -h" (0)  > 0. 
Let • be some variation of the path g~/in ~)(IR2). By the first part of Remark 1.2.G we obtain 
fo fo L+ (0) = ),.-t 1012 dt - o9(0, v) dt, 
where v(t) = d/delE=o [~(e, t)(0)], t ~ [0, 1]. Using the notation 
E - -  j i ) j2  dt, S = -~ to(i), v) dt 
for the energy and the symplectic area of the loop v we may write 
,, E 
L+ (o) = + 2s. 
The isoperimetric nequality (see [3],p. l)yields E t> 4a'JSJ. Thus, ifL < 2a" wehave L"+(O) > 0 
for each nontrivial variation *.  
This result is in accordance with the second part of Remark 1.2.G. Indeed, the linearized 
Hamiltonian flow of H at 0 is just the rotation in clockwise direction with the constant angular 
speed L. If L < 2a', this flow has no non-constant t-periodic orbits for t ~ [0, l] and so the 
assumption of Remark 1.2.G is satisfied. 
1.4. Coo-local minimality of geodesics on Z) 
Let ~o : 10. 1] -~ 23 be a smooth path. Consider it as an element of the space C°°(I0, 11; ©) 
endowed with tine C'~-topology. Given a neighbourhood of 99 in C~"(I0, I l; ©) a variation 
: I x [0, I I -~ ~D of ¢p is called C°~-close to ~0 if for every e ~ ! the path q~,; lies in this 
neighbourhood. 
Definition 1.4,A. 9 is called C°°-locally thinimal in ~D if for every variation ¢P which is C~-ciose 
to ~0 (in some neighbourhood) it holds e (~)  i> e(~o) for all e ~ 1. 
Assume that ~o is a non-degenerate g odesic on ~D which is C°°-locally minimal. Obviously, 
its second variation of length is always non-negative, so by Theorem 1.2.E the path ~0 has 
no interior conjugate points. Under a strengthened assumption the converse statement is also 
valid. 
Theorem 1.4.B. A non-degenerate g odesic q9 without conjugate points is C°°-locally mini- 
mal in ~). 
The proof of this theorem is given in Section 3.2. If ¢o has a conjugate point at t = 1, nothing 
definite can be said. In this case the path 99 may be Coo-locally minimal and may be not (see 
Examples 3.3.1, 3.3.2). 
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2. Conjugate points 
2.1. Computations of the variations of length 
In this section we prove Theorems 1.2.C, 1.2.D and the first part of Remark 1.2.G. Assume that 
~o : [0, 1 ] --+ ~D is a smooth path generated by a non-degenerate quasi-autonomous Hamiltonian 
H with maximum and minimum points x+ and x_. Let • be a variation of ~o. For every e, t 
denote by HE the Hamiltonian generating the path (be and by x+(e, t), x_(e, t) maximum and 
minimum points of (H~)t. Then 
L~:(e) - f.+(~e) = H~(t,x+(e,t))dt. 
By the assumption of non-degeneracy, for small values of e the point x+(e, t) is defined 
uniquely and smoothly depends on e, t. Therefore, the function L+ is smooth in a neighbourhood 
of O. Introducing standard symplectic coordinates near x± we obtain 
for r~-~-~x~.(e,t)+ ~ t))] dt. L~(e) = [VH~(t,x~:(e,t)) (t,x+(e, 
For every e, t the point x±(e, t) is critical for the function (H~)t: 
VH~(t. x±(e, t)) ~ O. (1) 
Hence 
~ l OH,, 
L~(~) = ~7(t .x~(e,t) )dt .  
Another derivation yields 
~ '  [v ,H~ O 02H': t))ldt. LI'£(e) = -7 e (t,x~(e,t))r-~-~88x~(e,t ) + -ff~-e2 (t,x±(e, 
Differentiating the identity (I) we obtain 
o OH~ 7 2 H,(t, x±(,, t))-~x±(t, t ) .  V .-~-(t, x+(e, t)) -=__ O. 
For small e the matrix V2/-/~(t, xa:(t, t)) is non-degenerate, so 
~--d-~x~(t, t) = -VXH,(t, x~(e, t)) - v ~-Td~-e (t, x~(e, t)) 
and 
L~(e) = - V OH---5(t, x~:(e, t))rV2H,.(t, x:~(t, t))- Iv OH*'(t, x:L(e, t)) 
Ot ~ Oe 
02H~ t))]dt. + "ff~e2 (t, x~(e, 
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Substituting e = 0 and taking into account hat x+ (0, t) = x± we get 
fo' L', (O) = (t, x±) dt, ~ e.=O 
' t ,) x.) ,.~(o) = Jo [ -~c~"~ " \ Be IE=O (t 'x+ \ oe 
02Hr. 
+ ~[~=o( t ,x±) ]  dt. 
Lemma 2.I .A. 
the flow t . gn," 
fol OO--~(t, gtH~(X))dt =k(e) Jb,'allx E M. 
Moreover, if M is open then k(e) = O for every e. 
(2) 
(3) 
For a fired e the integral of the function OHr.lOe is constant on every orbit of 
The proof is given at the end of the section. Using this result, we can now prove Theorems 
1.2.C, 1.2.D. 
Proof of 1.2.C. By 2.1.A, the right hand of (2) is equal to the same value k(0) for both points 
t x+,x_,  hence L'(O) = L+(0) -  L'_(0) = 0as it was claimed. [] 
Proof of 1.2.D. Differentiating the identity of 2. I.A we obtain for every x e M 
f r d t 02Hr./ ' (x))]dt k'(e). ' rv  o.~ (,, , (x)) ~ . . (x~ + ~r t ' ,  ~.~ = L ~ gn, 
Substituting e = 0, x = x~ we get 
t f ' 02 Hr. (t, x:~) d t  = - . ~}g2 r=o 
where 
By (3), 
j )7" (OHr. (t x&) v±(t)dt + k'(()), V\  Oe ,-=o ' 
d )] = ~1,-=o " 
" Jo' L+ (0)  = - Iv( ~''- x,.>)": >-'v("" >) , 1,=o(,, .(,,x,: ,~l,=o(,,x,: 
Using the Hamiltonian equation 
, .  ( . )  "~gH,(x)=iVHr. t, gtt,(x) , 
we obtain 
x~M,  
d I d t 
c=O'~ gH, 
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Let us introduce a temporary notation Be(t)  = VZH(t ,  x+). Then 
( tt, I (,,x±)) = - ib±( , ) -  B±(t)v±(t) 
V\  0e IE=O 
and we deduce 
L[ ] L±(O) = - ( - i i J± - B±v±) r B~:l(-ii~± - B+v+) + (- iO+ - B+v±)rv± dt 
+ k'(o) 
=-fo' [ -  iJ~iB~liiJ± - i~riv+]dt + k'(0) 
L'[ ] = - - (iB21ib+, iJ±) + (iiJ±, v±) dt + k'(O). 
Obviously, C±(t) = iB±(t)  and so we get 
L'[ ] Le(O) -- - w(C~:lO:~, 0±) + w(O±, re) dt + k'(O) 
= Q±(v±)  + k'(0). 
Finally, L"(0) = L"+(0) - L" (0) = Q+(v+) - Q_(v_)  which completes the proof. [] 
Notice that throughout the computations for the positive (negative) parts of the length we used 
only the assumption that H has a non-degenerate maximum (minimum). Therefore, the first part 
of Remark 1.2.G can be proved in the same way as Theorems 1.2.C, i.2.D. 
Proof of 2.I.A. For every c consider a smooth compactly supported I'unction F, on M defined 
by 
L L F~.(x) ~ &(x)  o~ H~,(t,g' (x ) )dt  + H( t ,g~l (x ) )dt .  n, 
Here &(x) is the symplectic area of the surface in M generated by all the paths g~,, (x) for 
0 ~ ~ ~< e. More precisely, 
S,~(x)- f f~o~. 
where D = [0, el x [0, I] c IR2 and f~ . D -~ M is given by / ] (~, t )  = g~,(x). In the case 
when the symplectic form to is exact, one obtains F~(x) = A(x, HA.) -- A(x,  H), where A(x,  H)  
is the action function corresponding tothe Hamiltonian H. That is, 
A(x,  H) = g,)~ - H( t ,g , ( t ) )d l ,  
where d~. = ~o and g.~ (t) = g~ (x). 
Now, using Stokes' formula and the Hamiltonian equation it is easy to check that d F~: - 0. 
Since M is connected, F~ is a constant function, and when M is open, F~. vanishes identically. 
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Similar computation yields 
Oe 
fo I 0H~. t (x) = - --~-e (,gtt,(x))dtt 
and the assertion of the lemma immediately follows. [] 
2.2. Conjugate points of geodesics on ~ and the calculus of variations 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2.E and the second part of Remark 1.2.G. 
Proof of 1.2.E. By Theorem 1.2.D, the second variation of length has the following expression: 
L"(O) -- a+(v+) -  a_(v_) ,  
where 
d[  [~(e,t)~o(O)_l(x+)] ' t ~ [0, 1]. v+(t) = ~ ~=o 
Assume that the linearized flow [~o(t)~o(O)-~], at the points x+, x_ has no non-constant closed 
orbits for t <~ i. We want to prove that L"(O) is positive for each nontriviai variation ~. It 
is sufficient to check that the inequalities Q+(v+) > O, Q_(v_) < o hold for all non-zero 
loops v:~ ~ V±. Without loss of generality, we may consider only the first one. Since Q+ is a 
homogeneous function on V+, the inequality Q+(v) > 0 holds for every v ~ V+\{O} if and 
only if the trivial loop fi =- 0 yields a strict local (and hence global) minimum of Q+. In this 
formulation our question becomes ma extremal problem which can be written down as follows: 
fo I Qt (") = L(t, v(t), i)(t))dt -~ rain, 
Here L is a quadratic function in variables v, O: 
v(O) = v(I) = O. (I) 
L(t, o, ~) = -w(C+(t)~li~, O) - to(i), v). 
The Euler-Lagrange equation has the forna d/dt I -2C+ (t)-I 0(t) + v(t)l = - i~(t) or 
d 
d-7 = 
and, obviously, fi is a solution of this equation. It is easy to check that for every t the derivative 
L~,~, = -2to (C+(t) -1. , • ) is a positive definite quadratic form on 7~,~ M, hence the Legendre 
condition is also satisfied. Since in our case the Lagrangian L is quadratic, the Jacobi and the 
EulerLagrange quations are identical. After integration we obtain C~. ~ i~ = v -4- consc Setting 
w = v + const we get C+ ! ~) = w or ~ = C+w. This is the iinearized Hamiltonian equation at 
the point x+. By our assumption, for every r ~ [0, ll it has no non-constant solutions atisfying 
boundary conditions w(0) = w(r). Therefore, the Jacobi equation has no non-zero solutions 
satisfying boundary conditions v(0) = v(r) = 0. 
In other words, the closed interval [0, 1] contains no conjugate points to 0. By a classical 
theorem from the calculus of variations (see [1 l, PP. 254-255) this implies that i) yields a strict 
minimum in the extremal problem (1), which proves our claim. 
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Now assume that the flow [~o(t)~o(0)-I], at the point x+ has a non-constant closed orbit for 
t < 1. By the same argument as before this implies that the open interval (0, 1) contains a 
conjugate point to 0 and so ~, --- 0 does not yield a minimum (even a non-strict one) in the 
extremal problem (1). Hence there exists v ~ V+ such that Q+(v) < O. 
Lenuna 2.2.A. For any given loops v+ ~ I/+ there exists a variation do of ~o satisfying 
d}~=o[do(e,t)~o(O)-'(x±)] = v+(t), t ~ [O, 1]. 
This lemma is proved in Section 3.1. Now let do be a variation of q9 such that 
d do(e,t)~o(O)_~(x) =
de E=0 0, x -- x_. 
Then the second variation of length is negative: L"(0) = Q+(v) < 0 and this completes our 
proof. 
The proof of the second part of 1.2.G is completely analogous and so it will be omitted. [] 
We conclude the section by the following remark. As follows from Theorem 1.2.E, a non- 
degenerate geodesic ontaining an interior conjugate point can be shortened by a small variation. 
In the special case of an autonomous geodesic the reducing variation can be constructed in a 
"natural" way. 
Proposition 2.2.B. Let ~o be a non-degenerate g odesic generated by an autonomous Hamil- 
tonian. Assume that for some r E (0, I ) the linearized Hamiltonian equation at the point x+ has 
a non.constant solution to satisjying boundary conditions to(O) = w(r). Then the loop v ~ V+ 
defined by v(t) ~ to(rt) - to(O), t E [0, I I yields a negative value of the function Q+: 
Q+(o) < o. 
Proof. By our assumption, to satisties the equation f~J(t) = C+ to(t) (since this is autonomous 
case, the operator C ,  does not depend on time). Hence, 
I E J Q+(v) = - co(C~lO(t), O(t)) + oo(O(t), v(t)) dt 
- - fot[r2to(C~'fo(rt) , , i , ( r t ) )+rco(fo(rt) ,w(rt) -  u,(o))ldt 
fo'  J = - r2o)(w(rt), w(~:t)) + r~oOb(rt), w(rt)  - w(O)) dt 
1' 1' = (r 2 - r) coO~.~(rt), w(rt))dt + r ~oOi~(rt), w(O))dt. 
By the boundary conditions on w the second term vanishes, so 
1' Q+(u) = (r ~ - r) co(C+w(rt), u,(rt))dt < O, 
since the form co(C+., • ) is positive definite. [] 
3. C~-local minimality 
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3.1. Loops in the group of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms 
Let (M 2n, co) be a symplectic manifold. Each Hamiltonian flow on M presents a smooth 
path in the group ~D which starts at identity. Consider the subset [K~ C 9£ of all Hamiltonians 
generating loops in 7): 
9£1 = {H ~ 9£1g~ = 1}. 
It turns out that any sufficiently small loop in M can be represented asan orbit of some Hamil- 
tonian flow connecting identity with itself. 
Theorem 3.1,A. Let Xo be a point in M and U be its neighbourhood. Assume that v : 10, 1 ] ~ M 
is a smooth path satisfying v(0) = v(1) = Xo. l f  v is close enough in cl-topology to the trivial 
loop at xo, then there exists a Hamiltonian H ~ 5£1 such that supp(H) C [0, 1] x U and 
g~(xo) - v(t) for t ~ [0, 1]. Moreover, H can be chosen to depend smoothly on v, so that to 
the trivial loop v -- xo corresponds the zero Hamiltonian H - O. Finally, in some standard 
symplectic neighbourhood ofxo, which does not depend on U, such a function H is given by the 
expression 
l fol H( t ,x )  = - ( i i ) ( t ) ,x)  at ~ (iO, v)dr.  
Lemma 2.2.A, used in the proof of Theorem 1.2.E, follows easily from this result. 
)~ Proof of 2.2.A. Choose a smooth family of loops ~ + ' 10, 11 ~ M satisfying 
d 
] '~ (t) = v:L(t) 
for all e, t. By 3.1.A, for ~: ill some neighbourhood of 0 there exists a smooth family of Hamil- 
tonians H:~ ~ ~l  such that g~£ (x~:) ---- v~(t), H~: -~ O, supp(H~o) n supp(H~) = ~ for all t, t. 
Set H~, = H ~+  H~ and definerS(t, t) = g~, o ~0(t). Then ¢~ is the required variation of cp. L~ 
Now we shall prove Theorem 3. I.A by an explicit construction of Hamiltonian H. 
Proof of 3.I,A. Since our statement is local, we may use Darboux's theorem and assume that 
M is the standard symplectic space (R 2", w). The required Hamiltonian H is built in two steps. 
Step 1. Let V be a bounded neighbourhood of xo satisfying V c U. Choose ~P ~ C~(I~ 2'') 
such that ~Plv -- 1 and supp(~P) C U and define/7/(t, x) = -qJ(x)(if)(t), x). 
Let Vi be a connected neighbourhood f x0 such that V i c V. Assume that the loop o satisfies 
t maxo~t<~l I/~(t)l <~ dist(Vl, 1I¢2n\ V). Then for each point x ~ VI we have gi4 (x) = x - xo + v(t), 
t ~ [0, 1 ]. In particular, the orbit of xo under the flow generated by/7/is the loop v. We also see 
! is equal to identity. that inside Vl the time-1 map g/t 
Step 2. If the derivative/~ is small then the symplectomorphism g~ is close to | in C l-metric and 
so can be represented by means of some generating function S (see, for instance, [2]). The lineal" 
I in ©, generated by some deformation St = t S, t ~ [0, 1] defines an isotopy between 1 and gh 
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it is also a 1 i.  Moreover, since xo is a fixed point of the map gk'  Hamiltonian/?-/. We have gh = g k ' 
t . Now the Hamiltonian H (t, x) = k (t x) - /~/(t ,  g/t o fixed point of the isotopy g~ 
, (g~)- i  which generates the flow g~ = gk o satisfies H 6 5(1, supp(H) C [0, II x U and 
gtu(xo ) = v(t) for t 6 [0, 1]. Obviously, H depends moothly on v and when v ---- xo our 
construction gives H -- 0. 
Finally, we shall obtain the expression for H near the point Xo. As was noted in the first step 
coincides with 1 of the above construction, in the connected neighbourhood Vl of Xo the map gh 
and so the generating function S is constant here. Using the version of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation (see [21) 
OSt (x ½iVSt(x)) x at  ) = [-1, (x  + . 
we deduce that for every t 6 [0, I I the function/2/t coincides with S in V~ and hence is also 
constant:/?/(t, x) = k, x 6 Vt. 
Now fix a neighbourhood V2of x such that V2 C Vl. Assume that v satisfies maxo<.t<.l IO(t)l ~< 
dist(V2, IR2n\ Vt). Then for all x 6 V2 we obtain H(t,  x) = -( i / , ( t) ,  x) - k. 
In order to compute the value of k consider the action function 
A(x)  = ~. - H(t,  g~(x) )d t ,  x ~ M 
~t (x) 
(here ~. is a primitive of the symplectic form oJ). As proved in [6], this function depends only on 
the time-I map g~, which in our case equals to 1. Therefore, A(x)  vanishes: 
11 '  ~. = H( t ,g~t (x ) )d t  t'orailx c M. 
For x = xo the leftohand integral presents the symplectic area of the loop v: 
Z '1' ~. = = = (i O v) dt. 
Using the expression for H we obtain -½ ft~ (iO, v)dr = - ( io ,  v )d t  - k or  
'fo k =-~ (iO, v )d t  
which completes the proof. [3 
Definition 3.I,B. A Hamiltonian H satisfying the assertions of Theorem 3. ! .A is called special. 
3,2. hvo f  of  1.4.B 
Let ~ • i x 10, i ] ~ © be a variation of 9. Using Theorem 3. I.A we may represent ¢, as a 
composition ¢ = )~ o qJ of two smooth maps q~, X " ! × [0, I 1 ~ D, where qJ is a variation of 
satisfying 
q~(e, t)9(O)-I (xa:) _= x~ 
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and each path XE is a loop in (D which starts and ends at 1 and is generated by a special 
Hamiltonian. 
By our assumption, ~o is non-degenerate g odesic without conjugate points. Both # and X 
depend continuously on • in C°°-topology, hence if (I) is Coo-close to tp, then for every e ~ I 
the path qJ, is also non-degenerate g odesic. By Theorem 1.2.C we obtain e(q~,) = e(9) for all 
e ~/ .  Moreover, since the non-existence of conjugate points on a geodesic is an open condition, 
we may assume that each path qJE contains no conjugate points, too. 
Now fix e ~ I and consider the path ~ = X~ o qJE. We want to prove that e (~) /> e(q~) = 
e(~o). 
Let H be the non-degenerate quasi-autonomous Hamiltonian which generates the path q~,. 
Denote by x+, x_ the maximum and minimum points of H. We define operators C±(t) (0 <~ 
t ~< 1) and functionals Q+ in the same way as in Section 1,2. Let K be the special Hamiltonian 
generating X,. By Definition 3.I.B, in some standard symplectic neighbourhood U of x± the 
function K is given by the expression 
K (t, x) = -(iiJ±(t), x) + -~ (i0±, v±) dr, 
where v+(t) = g~r(x±), t ~ [0, 1]. 
Moreover, we may assume that U does not depend on v±. Using the given coordinates we 
may identify U with an open subset in I~ 2", so that the tangent space Tx~ M is identified with 
R 2". Hence the functional Q± is naturally defined for all loops in U. 
Lernma 3.2.A. We have the following estimate: 
(f, t l Qa:(v~) + O [0~:13 dt . 
We postpone the proof of the lemma till the end of the section. Now by Theorem 1.2.E we have 
Q+(o) ~ O, Qo~(v) <~ 0 for all loops o in l~ 2''. Moreover, for some e > 0 stronger inequalities 
hold: Q+(v) >t eE(v), Q_(v) <~ -eE(o) ,  where 
1' E(v) = I~'Jl 2 dt 
is the energy of o. Indeed, for y close enough to 1 the Hamiltonian 9,' H also satisfies the 
assumptions of 1.2.E. Therefore, setting 
1' Q~(v) = - [to(y-lC~_10, 0) + 09(0, v)ldt 
we obtain Q+(v) I> 0, Q_(v) <~ 0 and the above inequalities follow. 
Using Lemma 3.2.A we deduce that for the loops v+, v_ which are small enough in C ]- 
l~orm holds e+(~)  /> e+(*~), £-(~E) ~< e-(*e).  Therefore, if • is C~-close to ~o, then 
e (~)  t> e(*~) as it was claimed. El 
Proof of 3.2.A. The path OE = XE o q~ is generated by the Hamiltonian L(t, x) = K(t,x) + 
H (t, (g~,)-I (x)). Using Taylor's formula we may write 
H(t ,x)  -- H(t,x:~) -1- l (x - x±)r B+(t)(x - x±) q- O([x - x±13), 
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where Be(t) = V2H(t ,  x±). 
Since K is a special Hamiltonian, in a neighbourhood of x+ it is given by the expression 
'fo' K( t ,x )  = - ( i i )±(t) ,x)  + -~ (ii)±, v±)dz. 
Near x± we have (g~)- l (x)  = x + x± - v±(t). Hence 
'fo' L( t ,x )  = -( i i J±(t) ,x)  + ~ (ii)+, v±)dr  + H(t ,x±)  
+ ½(x - v±(t)) r B±(t)(x - v±(t)) + O(Ix - v±(t)l 3) 
and 
VL(t ,  x) = - i i )±(t)  + B±(t)(x - v~:(t)) + O(Ix - v±(t)12). 
Denote by .~± (t) the extremum point of Lt near x4.. Since the gradient of Lt vanishes in J+ (t), 
we may estimate .~±(t) = v+(t) + B±(t) - l ib . ( t )  + O(lO+(t)l 2) and so 
L(t, Yc±(t)) = H(t ,x±)  + ½(iB~:(t)-lif)+(t), i)±(t)) 
'fo' - (ii~,(t), v+(t)) + ~ (ii)±, v~:)dr + O(lO~,(t)13). 
Hence 
't' (t' IILIt~ = IIHII~: + ~ (iB~lii)~, i)~)dt - ~ (iO±, v~)dt + O 
We may rewrite this formula as 
or 
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
l#~:13dt) • 
IILII® = I1HPl:e ....... Ito(C~ti, t,  i~) +¢o(O~, vj:)ldt +0 li)~ dt 
(1' ,') 
0 
3.3. C~-local minimality of  a geodesic at a conjugate point 
Theorem 1.4.B may be reformulated as follows: each segment of a non-degenerate g odesic 
before the first conjugate point is C~-Iocally minimal in ~D. In Section 1.4 we mentioned that at 
the conjugate point itself this property may not hold, Here we present examples of both possible 
cases. A manifold in consideration is the standard symplectic plane (IR 2, to). 
Example  3,3,1, Assume that tp is a non-degenerate g odesic such that the flow ep(t)tp(0) -I has 
no no non-constant closed orbits lot t ~< 1. Then by Siburg's theorem (see [9]) 9 is minimal, 
hence C~-locally minimal in ~D. It is easy to construct such geodesic 9 having in addition a 
conjugate point at t = 1. 
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Let h : [0, c~) ---> I~ be a smooth function satisfying for some R > 0, 
h'(0) = 0, h"(0) = -2n', 
0 <<, h(r) < h(0), Ih'(r)l < 2n'r forall r > 0, 
h( r )=O for a l l r>  R. 
Choose two points x+, x_ ~ I~ 2 so that Ix+ - x_ I > 2R and define an autonomous Hamiltonian 
H by H(x)  = h(Ix - x+l) - h(Ix - x-I). 
By a careful choice of h we may ensure the smoothness of H in x+, x_. Then the path ~o 
generated by H has the desirable properties. 
Example 3.3.2. First, we build a non-degenerate g odesic ~o with a conjugate point at t = 1 such 
that there exists a nontrivial variation of tp leaving its length fixed. Then by a slight modification 
of this example we shall obtain a non-degenerate g odesic t~ with a conjugate point at t = 1 
which is not C~-locally minimal in ~D. 
Let H be an autonomous compactly supported Hamiltonian function on I~ 2 with unique 
maximum and minimum points x+, x_. Assume that near x± the function H satisfies 
H(x)  = H(x.~) :F Jrlx - x+l 2. 
Then the Hamiltonian flow of H is linear in a neighbourhood ofx± and its orbits are concentrical 
circles centered in x~. Therefore, the path tp in ~D generated by H is a non-degenerate g odesic 
having a conjugate point at t = 1. For every e e I~ consider the loop u~: in l~ ~- defined by 
v~:(t) = xa: + e(e ~:2Jrit - 1), 0 <~ t <~ 1. 
Let Kt. be a special Hamiltonian generating the loops v+, o~. By Definition 3.I.B, in some 
neighbourhood of x±, which does not depend on e, the function K~ is given by the expression 
- ~ v~,u~)dr .  gt:(t ,x)  = (i i) (t),x) +-~,  (i't" ': 
Forevery e the Hamiltonian L~(t ,x)  K,~(t,x) + H(t,  t -i = (gx,~) (x)) generates the flow ,t 
g~, o g~t and so the family of Hamiltonians L,: defines a variation • of the geodesic tp. Denote 
by x~ (t) the extrenaum point of (L~)t near x~. One easily finds that 
ii)~:(t) (i) 
x~ = v~(t) 7: 2---~" 
Therefore, 
and 
1 12 1 fo ! L~(t,x~(t)) = H(x±) :l: -~li)~(t) - (iO~+(t), v~(t)) + ~ (ii:~, v~) dr 
f0 1-- + IIL~II~: --- LE(t,x~.(t))dt = IIHII:~ 4- 4~ 
where, as before, E stands for the energy and S for the symplectic area of a loop in R2. Our 
definition of the loops v~: clearly implies that E(v~:) = q:4n'S(v~:). Hence IIL~II~ = IIHII± or 
e(~t)  - e(tp) and so ~ is a nontrivial variation of tp which does not alter its length. 
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Now consider an autonomous Hamiltonian /7/ which has unique maximum and minimum in 
the same points x+, x_ as H and for some ~ > 0 satisfies 
H(x±) = H(x+), V2/Z/(x+) = V2H(x±), 
(x) <H(x)  fo rO<lx -x+l<~,  
H(x) > H(x) fo r0<lx -x_ l<~.  
Since the Hessians of H and/7/coincide in x+, the non-degenerate g odesic path ~ generated 
by k/also has a conjugate point at t = 1. Obviously, ~ has the same length as ~0. The family of 
Hamiltonians 
Le(t,x) = Kt(t ,x)  -t- H(t, (g~)- l (x))  
defines a variation ~ of ~). We have L~(t, v~(t)) = L~(t, v~=(t)) for all t ~ [0, I I. Moreover, if e 
is small enough then in some neighbourhood ofx+ it is L~(t, x) < L~(t, x) for all t ~ [0, I ], x :/= 
v~+(t) and in a neighbourhood of x_ it is L~(t,x) > L~(t,x) for all t ~ [0, l], x ~ v~_(t). As 
follows from (1), for every t (~ [0, 1 ] the point x~= (t) differs from v~= (t). Hence 
L~(t,x~+(t)) < L~(t,x+(t))= maxL~(t,x),  
x~2 
Z~(t,x~ (t)) > LE(t,x~_(t)) = rain L~(t, x), 
x¢IR 2 
We d~duce IIL~II+ < IIL~:II+, IIL~II- > IIL~II- and so e (~)  < e(O~) = e((p) = e(~) for all 
e # 0. Therefore, the geodesic ~ is not C~-Iocally minimal in (D. 
The basic difference between the two examples is the behaviour of the Hamiitonians near 
their extremum points: function/7/constructed above is steeper than the corresponding quadratic 
Hamiltonian, ,~hile Hamiltonian H in Example 3.3. I is more gently sloping than the quadratic 
Olle, 
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